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Working from home has presented challenges for everyone, and for us at Sussex one of the biggest has been around staff training. Normally we would bring in 1 or 2 project workers and train them up. In lockdown 1, we put 10 people through full reviewing training, utilising the many online tools available - such as MS Teams, Google docs/forms/sheets and Canvas - and we have trained more colleagues since then. We were faced with 2 problems. Problem 1: We had to move all our training online. Problem 2: which has unfolded over 2020/2021 was the need to train many temporary workers at some of our busiest times.
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Just to give you a sense of the multiple rounds of training delivered. Round 1 and 2 = full training. Round 3 Canvas training. Round 4 reduced training due to the need for support (thanks to our colleagues in Kings for the idea)
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At the centre of the training sits a prototype online course, built on Canvas, consisting of 7 sections to work through.  Each had a recorded training session & a related independent task to complete, increasing in complexity from basic bookmarking to purchasing Ebooks.  The beauty of this approach is that it fits with having to deliver training to a multitude of people with different availability, where a single group training session isn't possible, and 1-2-1 training is too time consuming.
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The Canvas staff training site has been successfully used with one round of reviewers and having collected feedback, is being developed further to fill identified gaps, include more videos, and improve the structure.  We’ve learnt a lot from doing it too, changing our approach to a much more staggered delivery of metadata checking only before launching into acquisition reviews training, for example.It’s been a life saver in terms of keeping resources organised and delivering huge quantities of information to a disparate group of willing but inexperienced helpers, and is flexible enough to be adapted to accommodate new sections, resources or activities that can be plugged in or pulled out as required.
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The VLE wasn’t the only string to our bow and we took distributed approach to our training. Initial training was done via the VLE, which gives the review everything they need to get setup and has the advantages of allowing new staff to work at the correct pace for them. So often we do training and then need to follow up with an individual who struggled with the traditional format for training; essentially an information dump. This is then supplemented by a reference manual; the advantage of a google doc has been move away from a single person updating the manual and the core team update as they go.There’s always the need to check understanding, so again to save time, we followed up with quizzes to check understanding and pick up on any problems, we also surveyed each group at the end of their time to collect as much information as possible to help us improve for the next round.Ongoing support was delivered via Teams, where everyone can post and respond to queries and a dedicated buddy for the new reviewers to ask any additional questions to. Our ongoing aim is to keep this extended approach to training where no one individual needs to take on the training.
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